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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
Deep Probabilistic Models for Camera Geo-Calibration
The ultimate goal of image understanding is to transfer visual images into numerical or
symbolic descriptions of the scene that are helpful for decision making. Knowing when,
where, and in which direction a picture was taken, the task of geo-calibration makes it
possible to use imagery to understand the world and how it changes in time. Current
models for geo-calibration are mostly deterministic, which in many cases fails to model the
inherent uncertainties when the image content is ambiguous. Furthermore, without a proper
modeling of the uncertainty, subsequent processing can yield overly confident predictions.
To address these limitations, we propose a probabilistic model for camera geo-calibration
using deep neural networks. While our primary contribution is geo-calibration, we also
show that learning to geo-calibrate a camera allows us to implicitly learn to understand the
content of the scene.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“Geo-locating suspects in real time? I’ve never seen anything like it.”
– Morgan Freeman in Transcendence (2014 film)
The ultimate goal of image understanding is to transfer visual signals (images/videos)
into abstract symbolic descriptions of the world which are helpful for decision making.
However, understanding images is not a trivial task for machines. In order to handle vari-
ous complicated scenarios, researchers divide image understanding into different computer
vision tasks: pedestrian detection for autonomous driving, face recognition for security
systems, and image retrieval for search engines.
For many applications, knowing when, where, and in which direction a picture was
taken is important scene understanding. However, most images do not carry such infor-
mation. We refer to the task of estimating this information as geo-calibration. Our thesis
focuses on developing geo-calibration algorithms.
Most recent geo-calibration algorithms are deterministic systems [8, 27, 70, 60]. De-
terministic systems have some obvious drawbacks: 1) they cannot model the inherent un-
certainties from images of ambiguous scenes, and 2) without a proper modeling of the un-
certainty, the subsequent process can yield overly confident predictions. To address these
problems, we propose to build probabilistic systems for camera geo-calibration.
We also show that learning to geo-calibrate a camera allows us to learn about the scene
of the image. As an essential part of understanding the scene, how to extract image features
is an important problem has been studied for decades. In recent years, learning based
approaches for image feature extraction like convolutional neural networks have drawn a
lot of attention due to the fact that they do not need expert knowledge about the target
data. However, most of these feature learning methods require a large quantity of manually
labeled datasets. In this thesis, we propose alternative ways to learn image features when
1
the manually labeled data is either insufficient or absent.
1.1 Background
To give a better understanding of our work, we would like to introduce some related com-
puter vision concepts before we discuss the main topics. We start with the definition of
geo-calibration, along with its literature. Next, we introduce the history of deep learn-
ing methods for geo-calibration, and data-driven scene matching approaches that use aerial
imagery. In the end, we cover some related work of weakly supervised learning techniques.
1.1.1 Geo-Calibration of Outdoor Images
Automatic geo-calibration of outdoor images continues to grow in importance as a di-
rect result of the increasing amount of imagery available via the Internet. Solving this
problem is of great value for a wide variety of fields, with potential applications ranging
from the forensic sciences [107] to environmental monitoring [138]. Conceptually, the
geo-calibration task includes identifying the camera pose (pose estimation), the camera
geographic location (geo-localization), and the time when the image was captured (time
estimation).
• Pose Estimation: Pose estimation is to estimate the camera yaw, pitch, and roll
angles, (θyaw, θpitch, θroll) from an image. In the context of geo-calibration, the yaw
angle θyaw is referred to as the geographic orientation angle of the camera. Li et
al. [70] exploit geo-registered 3D points clouds to estimate camera pose. Vo et
al. [114] propose a geo-localization network that can regress the geo-orientation
angle of the camera. Agarwal et al. [2] keep track of the camera pose changes by
matching SIFT [77] feature points detected between the input image and Google
Street View panoramas. Horizon line detection is an essential step for some pose
estimation algorithms, because horizon lines are closely related to camera pitch and
roll angles. Collins and Weiss [18] formulate horizon line detection as a statistical
estimation problem on the Gaussian Sphere. More recent work has explored the use
of dual space [69, 140] representations. Among the clustering-based approaches,
Xu et al. [133] improve this pipeline by introducing a new point-line consistency
function that models errors in the line segment extraction step.
• Geo-Localization: The task of geo-localization estimates the geographic location,
(lat, lon), of the camera given image/video inputs. As an important step of
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geo-localization, extracting location-dependent features from image data has drawn
a great detail of attention from the vision community [55, 52, 54]. The common
trend amongst these methods is that they take advantage of a large dataset of geo-
referenced images. Hays and Efros [42] use a data-driven scene matching approach
to localize a query image using a large dataset of geo-tagged images. Doersch et
al. [27] extract location-dependent features that capture the relative appearance
differences of large cities. Lin et al. [73] localize a ground-level image by learning
the relationship between pairs of ground and aerial images 1 of the same location.
Other techniques focus on urban environments and infer location using local image
descriptors [101, 105]. Many other cues exist, such as the skyline [8, 93], sky
appearance [67, 127], and shadows [59, 132].
• Time Estimation: The goal of time estimation is to estimate the time when the
image was captured. Depending on the application, the accuracy of predictions
range from hour to year. Matzen and Snavely [83] predict timestamps for photos
by matching against a time-varying reconstruction of a scene. Hill et al. [43]
estimate the time of the day by measuring the light intensity profiles captured
by cameras. Methods are proposed to date yearbook photos by analyzing human
appearance [98, 35]. Lee et al. [68] find visual patterns in buildings, relate them to
certain time periods.
In conclusion, most of the geo-calibration algorithms we mention above rely on find-
ing visual cues from input images. To extract useful visual features, a majority of these
algorithms require strong human expertise about the data, thus, they can only be applied
in limited scenarios. Therefore, we contribute to developing geo-calibration algorithms
without the need of strong human expertise about the data.
1.1.2 Deep Learning in Geo-Calibration
In recent years, deep neural networks (DNNs) were proven to be extremely successful in
many computer vision areas. It is widely accepted that DNNs have excellent performance
in high-level visual feature learning. This valuable ability provides researchers powerful
tools to solve the challenging geo-calibration tasks. Weyand and Kostrikov et al. [122]
propose a convolutional neural network (CNN) to predict the geographic location of the
input image. Walch et al. [117] aggregate learned CNN features with LSTM to generate
1In the context of our thesis, we do not distinguish between satellite imagery and aerial imagery
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global image representation for camera localization. Studies about camera pose estima-
tion [137, 130, 45] have been done by identifying the horizon line with CNNs (one can
derive the camera roll and pitch angles from the horizon line position giving the camera
focal length).
Closely related to camera geo-calibration, problems of identifying camera intrinsics
using deep neural networks have also been studied. Workman et al. [125] develop a CNN
to estimate the camera focal length. Kendall et al. [60] propose a neural network that can
identify 6-DOF camera parameters for specific scenes.
All these geo-calibration methods share the common property that they make the pre-
dictions directly out of DNNs. Besides these methods, there exists another big category of
methods that geo-calibrate cameras using aerial imagery as geo-registered database. We
will discuss them in the following section.
1.1.3 Ground-to-Aerial Geo-Calibration
Data-driven scene matching approaches are commonly used in geo-calibration. When lo-
calizing a camera, data-driven algorithms search for k-nearest neighbors of the query image
in a database of the geo-tagged imagery. To reduce the work of querying, the search-
ing process is usually carried out in a feature space of an applicable number of dimen-
sions [42, 71, 136]. However, due to limited accuracies of GPS signals and the biased
distribution of human population, geo-tagged ground-level images collected from smart
devices are usually noisy and sparse in geographic space. To achieve better geo-calibration
results, we need alternative image resources with more accurate geographic tags and more
complete spatial coverage.
Benefiting from the fast-growing monitoring satellite and drone markets, geo-tagged
aerial imagery has become more publicly accessible than ever. Aerial imagery download-
ing service like Microsoft Bing Map provides aerial images of various resolutions, which
cover most areas of the world with accurate geographic registration, making aerial imagery
a rich source for reference databases. We refer to geo-calibration methods which use the
aerial imagery for geographic reference as ground-to-aerial geo-calibration. Data used for
ground-to-aerial geo-calibration is referred to as cross-view pairs. A cross-view pair con-
sists of a ground image and an aerial image at the same location (sometimes aligned in
orientation).
Recent work on ground-to-aerial geo-calibration [73, 74, 126, 128] has shown that con-
volutional neural networks are efficient for extracting features from geo-tagged aerial im-
agery that can be matched to features extracted from the ground imagery. Vo et al. [114]
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extend this line of work, demonstrating improved geo-localization performance by apply-
ing an auxiliary loss function to regress the ground-level camera orientation with respect to
the aerial image. Hu and Feng et al. [104] achieve the state-of-the-art performance in geo-
localization by extracting cross-domain global features using the NetVLAD [6] technique.
The key for the success of these methods is to learn descriptive features for ground-
to-aerial imagery matching. In the following section, we will introduce literature about
feature learning techniques.
1.1.4 Feature Learning with Weak Annotations
Manually engineering visual features is a common practice for computer vision tasks. One
of successful examples of manual feature is SIFT [77], which is widely used by many com-
puter vision algorithms. In recent years, automatic feature engineering has drawn more
attention. Compared to the manual feature engineering, automatic feature engineering al-
lows to learn useful features with much less (if not none) knowledge about the data. Among
these learning approaches, deep neural networks are intensively studied. The most com-
mon approach for deep feature learning is full supervision, which usually requires a large
number of manual annotations [135, 142, 121]. Unfortunately, such data is not always
available for certain tasks or requires a huge amount of human labor. In contrast, unlabeled
data is often plentiful (i.e. cellphone photos in Instagram or Youtube videos).
To lavage these unlabeled data, recent work has explored self-supervision methods
(sometimes referred to as unsupervised learning or pretext tasks) for training deep neu-
ral networks that capture useful visual representations [26, 91]. These methods typically
exploit some known quantity of the data, like pixel color values, to avoid expensive manual
annotation. By learning these quantities associated with the data, one can obtain useful
features of the image. For example, Zhang et al. [139] show how synthesizing colors for
a grayscale image is a powerful pretext task for learning visual representations. Pathak
et al. [90] exploit low-level motion-based grouping cues for unsupervised feature learning.
As one of new learning techniques that address the lack of massive amounts of labeled data,
domain adaptation forces the feature generating model to adapt another feature domain so
that it improves the performance when dealing with new input data [30, 31, 97, 119, 145].
Duan et al. [28] propose to learn a linear projection to transfer from the source feature
subspace to the target subspace. Sohn et al. [106] improve the performance of video face
recognition using an adversarial-based approach to adapt the network to unlabeled video
imagery.
We have explained four related computer vision concepts so far. In the following sec-
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Figure 1.1: A simplified flowchart of our approach. The algorithm inputs (images, time and
manual annotations) are fed to different constraint models which work as constraint func-
tions. The probabilistic distribution over complete geo-calibration parameters are then sim-
ulated jointly by fusing these constraint functions in a general model for geo-calibration.
tion, we are going to discuss our main contributions.
1.2 Main Contributions
We make contributions in three main areas: 1) we proposed a reflexible probabilistic
model to jointly estimate the geo-calibration parameters, 2) we decomposed the full geo-
calibration into several partial geo-calibration tasks, each of which provides a strong con-
straint function that fits into the probabilistic model, and 3) we show that learning to geo-
calibrate a camera is a useful pretext for image feature learning.
The first two contributions make our main approach. Our algorithm feeds inputs (im-
ages, time, and manual annotations) to different constraint functions, which we can fuse
together to simulate the joint distribution over the complete geo-calibration parameters.
We present the flowchart of our approach in Figure 1.1. Furthermore, based on the belief
that the content of the image is usually dictated by the camera pose, geographic location
and image capture time. We treat geo-calibration information as pretext task and show that
they are useful for image feature learning.
1.2.1 Flexible Probabilistic Model for Geo-Calibration
We design a flexible probabilistic model to estimate the probability over all geo-calibration
parameters. First, we construct a scoring function to model the process of camera pro-
jecting the scene to image frame at given pose, location, and time. The scoring function
measures the “fitness” between these geo-calibration parameters and the appearance of the
image. It consists of a series of constraint functions, The scoring function is proportional
to the probability distribution over the geo-calibration parameters. Since the integral over
all possible parameters is intractable, we propose a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
sampling approach to approximate the underlying probability distribution. Our model is
flexible because it allows different constraint functions contribute to the scoring function.
The details of this model can be found in Chapter 2.
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1.2.2 Developing Constraint Functions
The scoring function of the probabilistic model is defined as a weighted summation of a
series of constraint functions. A constraint function outputs a score (or probability) of the
input geo-calibration parameters given the input image. In the rest of the work, we focus
on developing good constraint functions for different sets of geo-calibration parameters.
• Constraint for Camera Pose: We build the constraint function for camera roll and
pitch angles. Assuming the intrinsic parameters are known, camera roll and pitch
angles can be derived from the horizon line position on the image. Compared to
directly detecting the camera pose, identifying the horizon line is easier because
it can be explicitly estimated from the scene layout. In our work, we create a
convolutional neural network to estimate the prior distribution over the horizon line.
For each horizon line candidate sampled from the prior distribution, we assign a
consistency score to it by measuring the consistencies of vanishing points detected
on it. The constraint function output is defined as the multiplication of the prior
probability of the associated horizon line and its consistency score. We present the
algorithm details in Chapter 3.
• Constraint for Time and Location: In this work, we estimate the probability
over the camera geographic location and the capture time of the input image. Our
network has two branches that predict the image capture time and the geographic
location simultaneously. For time estimation, our network is able to predict the
joint distribution over the month of the year and the UTC hour of the day when
the input image was captured. For camera geo-localization, our network outputs
the discrete distribution over the geographic location of the camera. Better results
can be procured with the image capture time as auxiliary input (if it is known). We
present the algorithm details in Chapter 4.
• Constraint for Location and Orientation: The previous algorithm only estimates
locations approximately due to the limited capacity of the deep neural network. In
this work, we propose a ground-to-aerial geo-calibration method that can further
refine the prediction results and estimate the camera geo-orientation. We designed
a network that can jointly learn the semantic layout of the aerial image and its
projection to the ground-level perspective. When computing the value of the
constraint function, we feed the aerial image of a given location and orientation to
the network. By comparing the aerial-to-ground layout with the real layout of the
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ground image, we are able to measure the consistency between the two and use it
as the value of our constraint function. We present the algorithm details in Chapter 5.
1.2.3 Geo-Calibration for Feature Learning and Image
Understanding
Full supervision algorithms are powerful tools to learn useful image features. However,
full supervision algorithms require large number of annotated data, which takes a lot of
human labor and is usually unavailable. On the other hand, images with annotations like
tags and GPS locations uploaded by individual users or captured automatically by smart
devices are plentiful on the Internet. To use these image resources to understand the world,
we explore two approaches that use time and locations as weak annotations: 1) ground-
to-aerial segmentation, and 2) geo-temporal feature learning with time/location tagged
images.
• Ground-to-Aerial Segmentation: Semantic segmentation plays an important role
in image understanding. The training for semantic segmentation tasks require a
large number of annotated data. However, most large scale annotated datasets
like ImageNet [95] and COCO [75] are mostly made of ground-level images.
By comparison, annotated datasets for aerial imagery are rare. To deal with this
problem, we proposed a DNN to learn semantic segmentation for aerial images with
only ground-level annotations. Our method exploits the spatial correspondences
between images in the cross-view pair, where the aerial imagery and ground imagery
are associated by location and geo-orientation. In this work, we transfer the semantic
knowledge from the ground domain to the aerial domain by identifying their latent
geometric correspondences. Similar to Reprojection Losses [33, 38, 144, 134],
which are proven to be successful in monocular depth estimation, our network learns
the geometric projection from aerial to ground, and to semantically segment the
aerial images jointly. We present the learning details in Chapter 5
• Location and Time as Pretext Task: Smart devices like cellphones and webcams
get more sophisticated nowadays. Most of them are equipped with clocks and GPS
modules. Thanks to the development of social networks, researchers now can find
large amount of images online that are tagged with time and geographic locations. In
Chapter 4, we propose an algorithm that treats the location and time as pretext tasks
to learn useful image features. By learning to predict the geographic location and the
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capture time of the query image, our network learns to extract geo-temporal features
from the image.
In summary, the main contributions of our work include developing a probabilistic
framework to solve geo-calibration problems, and proposing new methods to learn image
features with geo-calibration information. We are going to present our approaches in detail
in the following chapters.
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Chapter 2
Flexible Probabilistic Model for
Geo-Calibration
2.1 Introduction
Automatic image localization continues to grow in importance as a direct result of the
increasing amount of imagery available via the Internet. Conceptually the task is straight-
forward; given an image, identify the location it was captured in the world directly from
image data. Solving this problem is of great value for a wide variety of fields, with poten-
tial applications ranging from the forensic sciences [107] to crowd-sourced environmental
monitoring [138].
However, recognizing the geo-location and geo-orientation of an arbitrary outdoor im-
age is an extremely challenging task. Many methods have been proposed; the most com-
mon approach is to build a large database of images with known location and localize a
query image using either local [71, 101] or global [42, 27] image features. This approach
is not applicable when no nearby ground-level imagery exists in the reference database,
such as when the image was not captured near a popular tourist destination. Even when
reference imagery is available, the appearance of the objects may not be visually distinc-
tive, for example a train track or a body of water.
Instead of matching visually against a reference image set, we exploit the large quan-
tities of publicly available geospatial data to build a geographic database containing geo-
metric information for objects of interest in the world, such as roads, churches, bodies of
water, water towers and golf courses. Given a query image, we identify visible objects
of interest in the image and apply the Metropolis-Hastings MCMC algorithm to randomly
sample possible cameras. We assign a score to each hypothetical camera and use these
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Figure 2.1: We match objects in an image (top) to GIS reference data (left) to estimate a
probability distribution over locations (right). The map (left) also shows the true camera
location (green dot) and the top scoring sampled cameras (red arrows).
samples to approximate the probability distribution over the camera parameters and extract
candidate locations. Figure 2.1 gives an brief view of our approach.
Our key contributions are: 1) a flexible approach to the camera geo-calibration problem
that supports priors over camera parameters and constraints that relate image annotations,
camera geometry, and a geographic database and 2) an extensive comparison of this ap-
proach to uniform and grid-based sampling on real-world data.
2.1.1 Related Work
Self-localization has been heavily studied in the robotics community. The task is to es-
timate the probability density function (PDF) over the robot’s state space (location and
orientation). Early methods attempted to estimate this density by discretizing the state
space [15]. These grid-based approaches suffered from large computational overhead and
memory requirements. To overcome these limitations, probabilistic particle-based methods
like MCMC were investigated [23, 32, 41, 86]. The idea is to approximate the probabil-
ity density using randomly drawn samples, while maintaining performance even for high
dimensional state spaces.
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Figure 2.2: (left) A map showing two houses (black) and a hypothetical ground-truth cam-
era frustum. (middle) The PDF (red is high probability) over location for a 2D camera
model, in which constraints are based on distances between the camera and GIS objects.
(right) The 4D model we propose enables richer constraints, which leads to a more accurate
PDF.
Extracting location-dependent features from image data has drawn a great detail of at-
tention from the vision community [55, 52, 54]. The common trend amongst these methods
is that they take advantage of a large dataset of geo-referenced images. Hays and Efros [42]
use a data-driven scene matching approach to localize a query image using a large dataset
of geo-tagged images. Doersch et al. extract location-dependent features that capture the
relative appearance differences of large cities. Lin et al. [73] localize a ground-level image
by learning the relationship between pairs of ground and aerial images of the same loca-
tion. Other techniques focus on urban environments and infer location using local image
descriptors [101, 105]. Li et al. [70] exploit geo-registered 3D points clouds to estimate
camera pose. Many other cues exist, such as the skyline [8, 93], sky appearance [67, 127],
and shadows [59, 132].
Our work attempts to combine these two research directions. We use publicly available
geospatial data to build a large geographic database containing geometric information for
objects in the world, identify objects of interest in the query image, and use a probabilistic
approach to estimate camera geo-calibration. To our knowledge, our approach is the first
to apply a probabilistic particle-based MCMC algorithm for single image camera geo-
calibration using a large geographic database.
2.2 Approach
Given a query image, captured at an unknown location in a known region of interest (ROI)
and annotated with the location of geographic objects (e.g., buildings and roads), our goal
is to estimate the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters. We base these estimates on
a geographic information system (GIS) database that contains the location and extent of
objects in the ROI. Assuming a simplified pinhole camera model with square pixels and
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zero skew, the full camera geo-calibration problem is seven-dimensional: three position
parameters, three orientation parameters, and the field of view. For this work, we assume
that most photos are taken about five feet above the ground with little tilt or roll and reduce
our model to four dimensions: Θ = (Latitude, Longitude, Azimuth, FOV )T. Adapting
to higher or lower dimensional camera models is straightforward and may be useful de-
pending on the available image annotations and GIS data. We find our proposed 4D state
space to be good trade-off between the lack of descriptive power of lower-order camera
models and higher-order camera models that require more computational time and mem-
ory resources. See Figure 2.2 for an example that compares our proposed model to a 2D
model using only location.
Since one-to-one matching between image objects and GIS objects is likely not possi-
ble, we instead seek to estimate, f(Θ;C), the probability distribution function (PDF) over
the camera parameters, Θ, given a set of constraints, C. In the following section, we pro-
pose a function (an unnormalized density) that encodes constraints on the geo-calibration.
This score function, S(Θ;C), encodes both prior knowledge about the camera and the
geometric relationship between image annotations and the geographic database. In Sec-
tion 2.2.2 we show how to estimate f(Θ;C) by sampling from this scoring function using
an MCMC-based strategy.
2.2.1 Scoring Function
Proportional to the probability distribution of the camera parameters, f(Θ;C), the scoring
function, S(Θ;C), is defined as a linear combination of multiple constraint functions:
S(Θ;C) =
∑
wig(ci,Θ) ∝ f(Θ;C), (2.1)
where wi is a weight and g(ci,Θ) is a constraint function which is larger if the calibration,
Θ, is more consistent with the image information, ci. While the scoring function can take
any type of constraint functions, we define a variety of functions in our implementation,
including geometric configuration of multiple weak correspondences, constraints on geo-
graphic location, and priors over the field of view and camera orientation, to demonstrate
the performance of our model. We focus on the first constraint specifically, the latter are
simple Gaussian and uniform distributions.
Given the extent of an object in the image, and an estimated range of distances,
(dmin, dmax), from the camera to the object, we propose a constraint function that
measures the geometric consistency between the object in the image and the GIS
database. Given a hypothetical camera, Θ, we compute the distance, d, from the camera,
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Figure 2.3: Since the exact correspondence between an image pixel and a point on a GIS
object is unknown, we compute the distance to the closest point of the object to compare
with the estimated distance.
through the object pixel, to the closest point of the object (see Figure 2.3), then the
consistency function, g(ci,Θ), takes form of a Gaussian distribution function, with mean
µ = d − (dmin + dmax)/2, and standard deviation σ = dmax − dmin + o, where o is a
constant offset (o = 10m for all our experiments) to avoid dividing by zero. If no object
of the correct type intersects the pixel ray, let g(ci,Θ) = 0.
2.2.2 Monte Carlo Markov Chain
The MCMC method is an efficient approach for sampling from high dimensional spaces.
Its principal advantage over naive sampling strategies is that it visits high probability areas
more frequently than the areas of low probability. We use the Metropolis-Hastings (MH)
algorithm [17], a popular member of the MCMC family. The algorithm generates a set of
possible cameras as follows: randomly sample a camera and compute its score; randomly
sample (propose) a new nearby camera and compute its score; if the score of the new
camera is higher, replace the old camera with the new camera, otherwise replace the old
probabilistically; repeat this process many times, recording samples along the way. After a
sufficiently large number of iterations, this process generates a set of possible cameras that
are independent samples from the PDF, f(Θ;C), subject to some technical conditions. See
Alg. 1 for details of the MH algorithm. We run multiple chains to mitigate issues with poor
initial samples and local maxima.
Aside from the scoring function, S(Θ;C), the proposal distribution, p(Θ), which spec-
ifies how new cameras are sampled from a current camera (Alg. 1.4), is the most important
choice when using an MCMC approach. We use the joint distribution of independent Gaus-
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Require: C (constraint set), and maxIter
1: Initialize camera parameters, Θ0
2: i← 0, S← ∅, s0 ← S(Θ0;C)
3: while i < maxIter do
4: sample new camera parameters: Θi+1
5: scoring: si+1 ← S(Θi+1;C)
6: S← S ∪ 〈Θi+1, si+1〉
7: if si+1 < si then
8: si+1 ← si, Θi+1 ← Θi with prob. si−si+1si
9: end if
10: i← i+ 1
11: end while
12: return S
Algorithm 1: Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm (MCMC)
sian random variables:
p(Θi+1|Θi) =
Ndim∏
j=1
1
σj
φ
(
Θi+1,j −Θi,j
σj
)
,
where σj denotes the sampling step size on the j-th dimension, and φ(x) denotes the PDF
of the standard normal distribution. As with all MH-based algorithms, the sampling per-
formance is sensitive to the choice of step size. If the step size is too large, the algorithm
converges slowly; if too small, the Markov chain may be trapped in a local maximum.
2.3 Evaluation
We compare our approach with two baseline methods, grid sampling and uniform random
sampling, on real-world GIS data. The quantitative and qualitative results demonstrate the
value of the proposed MH-based approach.
2.3.1 Methods
Dataset: We build a reference geographic database from OpenStreetMap1 data, which
contains the location and extent of many types of objects around the world. We only include
roads, water, churches, residential buildings, and commercial buildings. For each query, we
focus on a different 5km × 5km ROI, in Kentucky, USA, each containing approximately
900 objects.
1http://www.openstreetmap.org
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Figure 2.4: Performance comparison among methods. (left) Total distance. (right) Total
area. For the grid method the finest sampling over spatial dimensions is 30m.
Metrics: We propose two evaluation metrics that simulate the process of manually veri-
fying the camera location. For both, we generate a candidate list by sorting samples by
their scores, then scan from the top until the ground-truth location is found. Given a set
of samples from the state space and their corresponding scores, we greedily select the top-
N candidates in terms of score, subject to the constraint that each of them is at least 200
meters away from the others spatially. Then, if the k-th candidate is the first candidate
that is d (d < 100) meters away from the ground truth, we define its total distance to the
ground truth as follows: Td = 200(k− 1) +d. Intuitively, this metric enforces the diversity
of candidate locations. The first term penalizes the ranking of the ground-truth candidate.
The distance, d, distinguishes the accuracy of predictions in the case that two ground-truth
candidate locations have the same ranking. By definition, a lower total distance to find the
ground-truth candidate is better. The definition of the total area, Ta, is similar: we center a
l×l patch around each candidate and compute the union of the areas from the top candidate
patch to the patch that covers the ground-truth location. We set l to be 50m initially, if no
patch covers the ground truth, we double the size of l and redo the computation until the
ground-truth location is covered.
Implementation Details: We use the following fixed set of parameters, which we selected
empirically, for all experiments. The ranges from which azimuth and FOV are sampled are
[0, 2pi] and [pi/3, 2pi/3] respectively. For the grid method, 50 angles are evenly sampled
for azimuth, and 6 for the field of view. Thus at each geographic location, a total of 300
scoring samples are generated. For MCMC, 200 chains are independently processed in
parallel. The step size is 100m for location, pi/20 for azimuth, and pi/30 for FOV.
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2.3.2 Evaluation on Synthetic Data
We manually constructed twenty-five synthetic queries using our geographic database. We
hand-picked a location for each camera, such that there exists nearby objects in the database
and adjusted the camera azimuth and field of view such that objects were visible in the view
frustum. We then projected the objects onto the image frame to obtain labeled pixels, and
for each provided a min/max distance from the camera to them (consistent with the actual
distance). To simulate the estimation error in real life, we set the distance range to be 1/20
the length of the actual distance.
For each query, we confined the search area to a 5km×5km neighborhood that includes
the ground-truth location. We computed the accuracy in terms of the total distance, Td,
and the total area, Ta, and the computation time in terms of the number of samples. The
results of this experiment are shown in Figure 2.4. MCMC outperforms the other two
baseline methods in both accuracy and speed. On average, our method only requires 1/10
of computational time to converge to the same order of accuracy than the grid method.
2.3.3 Evaluation on Real Data
We evaluate our method using two real query images obtained from Google Street View.
We hand-picked two locations, downloaded the corresponding equirectangular panoramas
and extracted a perspective image from each. For each query, we labeled objects and esti-
mated the min/max distance from the camera to the object in the world. Figure 2.5 shows
the qualitative result of this experiment. Our method generates high scoring samples that
are close to the ground truth. We also found that simple prior constraints can dramati-
cally affect localization accuracy. By restricting the range of the azimuth and FOV to be
within 5◦ of the ground truth, the distance from the top sample to the ground-truth location
decreased from 12.5m to 0.6m and from 1.73m to 0.9m, respectively, for two test cases.
2.4 Conclusions
We proposed an MCMC-based approach framework for single image camera geo-
calibration which leverages a large geographic database. Our results demonstrate the
superiority of our method versus several baseline methods, without requiring nearby
ground-level imagery as is typical for most vision techniques. While we applied only
a small set of primitive constraints in this work, the proposed framework is able to take
any kind of constraints. In the following chapters, we will explore to develop more
sophisticated constraint functions.
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(a) Query images
(b) PDF of location
(c) Local geographic database and top-15 samples
Figure 2.5: Qualitative results for two query images (top). The resulting PDFs (middle) and
map visualization of the top-15 samples (bottom) show that the proposed scoring function
realistically captures the uncertainty.
Copyright c© Menghua Zhai, 2018.
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Chapter 3
A Constraint for Camera Pose
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we develop a constraint function for the camera pose. Since the camera roll
and pitch angles can be derived from the horizon line position, our algorithm focuses on
detecting the horizon line from the input image.
Automatic vanishing point (VP) and horizon line detection are two of the most fun-
damental problems in geometric computer vision [13, 81]. Knowledge of these quantities
is the foundation for many higher level tasks, including image mensuration [21], facade
detection [76], geo-localization [7, 127], and camera calibration [4, 40, 51, 64]. Recent
work in this area [5, 123, 133] has explored novel problem formulations that significantly
increase robustness to noise.
Figure 3.1: An example result of our method. (left) Horizon line candidates, colored by
their scores (red means high score), and the true horizon line (green dash). (right) The hori-
zon line (magenta) estimated by our algorithm is very close to the true horizon line (green
dash). Line segments are color coded based on the most consistent detected vanishing
point.
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Figure 3.2: Algorithm overview: 1) use global image context to estimate a prior over hori-
zon lines (Section 3.3); 2) extract line segments; 3) identify the zenith VP (Section 3.4.1);
4) sample horizon line candidates consistent with the zenith VP (Section 3.4.2); 5) find
VPs on horizon line candidates (Section 3.4.2); and 6) select the best horizon line based on
the VPs it contains (Section 3.4.3).
A vanishing point results from the intersection of projections of a set of parallel lines in
the world. In man-made environments, such sets of lines are often caused by the edges of
buildings, roads, and signs. VPs can typically be classified as either vertical, there is one
such VP, and horizontal, there are often many such VPs. Given a set of horizontal VPs,
there are numerous methods to estimate the horizon line. Therefore, previous approaches to
this problem focus on first detecting the vanishing points, which is a challenging problem
in many images due to line segment intersections that are not true VPs.
Our approach is to propose candidate horizon lines, score them, and keep the best
(Figure 3.1). We use a deep convolutional neural network to extract global image context
and guide the generation of a set of horizon line candidates. For each candidate, we identify
vanishing points by solving a discrete-continuous optimization problem. The final score for
each candidate line is based on the consistency of the lines in the image with the selected
vanishing points.
This seemingly simple shift in approach leads to the need for novel algorithms and has
excellent performance. We evaluated the proposed approach on two standard benchmark
datasets, the Eurasian Cities Dataset [12] and the York Urban Dataset [24]. To our knowl-
edge, our approach has the current best performance on both datasets. To evaluate our
algorithm further, we also compare with the previous state-of-the-art method (Lezama et
al. [69]) on a recently introduced dataset [131]; the results shows that our method is more
accurate and much faster.
The main contributions of this work are: 1) a novel method for horizon line/vanishing
point detection, which uses global image context to guide precise geometric analysis; 2)
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a strategy for quickly extracting this context, in the form of constraints on possible hori-
zon lines, using a deep convolutional neural network; 3) a discrete-continuous method for
scoring horizon line candidates; and 4) an evaluation of the proposed approach on three
benchmark datasets, which highlights that our method is both fast and accurate.
3.1.1 Related Work
Vanishing points and the horizon line provide a strong characterization of geometric scene
structure and as such have been intensely studied for decades [13, 81]. For example, Hoiem
et al. [44] show how the horizon line improves the accuracy of object detection. A wide
variety of methods have been introduced to estimate these quantities. We provide a brief
overview of the main approaches, refer to [110] for a comprehensive review.
Two distinct categories of methods exist, distinguished by the features they use. The
first group of methods [12, 20, 24, 100] operate directly on lower-level features, such as
edge pixels or image gradients. The second group of methods [3, 24, 69, 80, 113, 123, 133]
build on top of the closely related problem of line segment detection. Our work is most
closely related to the latter category, so we focus our discussion towards them.
The dominant approach to vanishing point detection from line segments is to cluster
the line segments that pass through the same location. Various methods of clustering have
been explored, including RANSAC [14], J-linkage [111], and the Hough transform [46].
Once the line segments have been clustered, vanishing points can be estimated using one
of many refinement procedures [69, 100, 111, 123, 133].
These procedures typically minimize a nonlinear objective function. An important dis-
tinction between such methods is the choice of point and line representation and error
metric. Collins and Weiss [18] formulate vanishing point detection as a statistical estima-
tion problem on the Gaussian Sphere, which is similar to the geometry we use. More recent
work has explored the use of dual space [69, 140] representations. Among the clustering-
based approaches, Xu et al. [133] improve this pipeline by introducing a new point-line
consistency function that models errors in the line segment extraction step.
Alternatives to clustering-based approaches have been explored. For example, van-
ishing point detection from line segments has been modeled as an Uncapacitated Facility
Location (UFL) problem [5, 113]. To avoid error accumulation issues encountered by a
step-by-step pipeline method, Barinova et al. [12] solve the problem in a unified frame-
work, where edges, lines, and vanishing points fit into a single graphical model.
Our approach is motivated by the fact that properties of the scene, including objects, can
provide additional cues for vanishing point and horizon line placement than line segments
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alone. Unlike existing methods that use J-linkage [111, 133] or similar techniques to find an
initial set of VPs by clustering detected lines followed by a refinement step, our approach
first proposes candidate horizon lines using global image context.
3.1.2 Approach Overview
Our approach is motivated by two observations: 1) traditional purely geometric approaches
to vanishing point detection often fail in seemingly nonsensical ways and 2) identifying the
true vanishing points for many scenes is challenging and computationally expensive due to
the large number of outlier line segments. Driven by these observations, we propose a two
part strategy. First, we use global image context to estimate priors over the horizon line
and the zenith vanishing point (Section 3.3). Using these priors, we introduce a novel VP
detection method (Section 3.4) that samples horizon lines from the prior and performs a fast
one-dimensional search for high-quality vanishing points in each. Both steps are essential
for accurate results: the prior helps ensure a good initialization such that our horizon-first
detection method may obtain very precise estimates that are necessary for many scene
understanding tasks. See Figure 3.2 for an overview of our algorithm.
3.2 Problem Formulation
The goal of this work is to detect the horizon line, the zenith vanishing point, and any
horizontal vanishing points from a single image. The remainder of this section defines the
notation and basic geometric facts that we will use throughout. For clarity we use unbolded
letters for points in world coordinates or the image plane and bolded letters for points or
lines in homogeneous coordinates. We primarily follow the notation convention of Vedaldi
and Zisserman [113].
Given a point (u, v) in the image plane, its homogeneous coordinate with respect to the
calibrated image plane is denoted by:
p = [ρ(u− cu), ρ(v − cv), 1]T/Σ ,
where ρ is a scale constant, (cu, cv) is the camera principal point in the image frame, which
we assume to be the center of the image, and Σ is the constant that makes p a unit vector.
In homogeneous coordinates, both lines and points are represented as three-dimensional
vectors (Figure 3.3). Computing the line, l, that passes through two points, (p1,p2), and
the point, p, at the intersection of two lines, (l1, l2), are defined as follows:
l =
p1 × p2
‖p1 × p2‖ p =
l1 × l2
‖l1 × l2‖ . (3.1)
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Figure 3.3: In homogeneous coordinates, lines (red lines) are defined by the normal (red
arrow) of the plane (red triangle) they form with the origin (green dot). Two lines form a
great circle (blue circle), whose normal (blue arrow) is their common point (blue dot) in
homogeneous coordinates.
We denote the smallest angle between two vectors x and y with Θx,y = |cos−1(xTy)|.
We use this to define the consistency between a line, l, and a point, p, as: fc(p, l) =
max(θcon − Θp,l, 0). The maximum value of consistency between a vanishing point and a
line segment is θcon. This will occur if it is possible to extend the line segment to contain
the vanishing point.
3.3 Horizon Priors from Global Image Context
Recent studies show that deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are adaptable for a
wide variety of tasks [135], and are quite fast in practice. We propose to use a CNN to
extract global image context from a single image.
We parameterize the horizon line by its slope angle, α ∈ [−pi, pi), and offset, o ∈
[0, inf), which is the shortest distance between the horizon line and the principal point. In
order to span the entire horizon line parameter space, we “squash” o from pixel coordinates
to the interval [0, pi/2), through a one-to-one function, w = tan−1(o/κ), in which κ is a
scaling factor that affects how dense the sampling is near the center of the image.
3.3.1 Network Architecture
For our task, we adapt the popular AlexNet [65] architecture, which was designed for ob-
ject recognition as part of the ImageNet ILSVRC-2012 challenge [96]. It consists of five
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Figure 3.4: Example images from our training dataset (Section 3.3.2), each overlaid with
the ground-truth horizon line.
convolutional layers, each followed by a non-linearity (rectified linear unit), and occasion-
ally interspersed with pooling and local response normalization. This is followed by three
fully connected layers (referred to as ‘fc6’, ‘fc7’, and ‘fc8’). A softmax is applied to the
final output layer to produce a categorical distribution over 1000 object classes. We use this
as a foundation to create a CNN that simultaneously generates a categorical distribution for
each horizon-line parameter.
We modify the original AlexNet architecture in the following way: The first five con-
volutional layers are left unmodified. These layers are initialized with weights from a
network trained for object detection and scene classification [141]. We remove the origi-
nal fully connected layers (‘fc6’–‘fc8’) and add two disjoint sets of fully connected layers
(‘fc6α’–‘fc8α’ and ‘fc6w’–‘fc8w’), one for each target label, α and w. We convert the
slope, α, and the squashed offset, w, into independent categorical labels by uniformly di-
viding their respective domains into 500 bins. We randomly initialize the weights for these
new layers.
We train our network using stochastic gradient descent, with a multinomial logistic loss
function. The learning rates for the convolutional layers are progressively increased such
that the latter layers change more. The new fully connected layers are given full learning
rate.
3.3.2 Training Database
To support training our model of global image context, we construct a large dataset of
images with known horizon lines. We make use of equirectangular panoramas downloaded
from Google Street View in large metropolitan cities around the world. We identified a set
of cities based on population and Street View coverage. From each city, we downloaded
panoramas randomly sampled in a 5km× 5km region around the city center. This resulted
in 11 001 panoramas from 93 cities. Example cities include New York, Rio de Janeiro,
London, and Melbourne.
We extracted 10 perspective images from each panorama with randomly sampled hori-
zontal field-of-view (FOV), yaw, pitch, and roll. Here yaw is relative to the Google Street
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View capture vehicle. We sampled horizontal FOV from a normal distribution with µ = 60◦
and σ = 10◦. Similarly, pitch and roll are sampled from normal distributions with µ = 0◦
and σ = 10◦ and σ = 5◦, respectively. Yaw is sampled uniformly. We truncate these distri-
butions such that horizontal FOV ∈ [40◦, 80◦], pitch ∈ [−30◦, 30◦], and roll ∈ [−20◦, 20◦].
These settings were selected empirically to match the distribution of images captured by
casual photographers in the wild.
Given the FOV, pitch, and roll of a generated perspective image, it is straightforward to
compute the horizon line position in image space. In total, our training database contains
110 010 images with known horizon line. Figure 3.4 shows several example images from
our dataset annotated with the ground-truth horizon line.
3.3.3 Making the Output Continuous
Given an image, I , the network outputs a categorical probability distribution for the slope,
α, and squashed offset, w. We make these distributions continuous by approximating them
with a Gaussian distribution. For each, we estimate the mean and variance from 5 000 sam-
ples generated from the categorical probability distribution. Since the relationship between
w and o is one-to-one, this also results in a continuous distribution over o. The resulting
distributions, p(α|I) and p(o|I), are used in the next step of our approach to aid in detect-
ing the zenith VP and as a prior for sampling candidate horizon lines. To visualize this
distribution we observe that the horizon line can be uniquely defined by the point on the
line closest to the principal point. Therefore, we can visualize a horizon line distribution as
a distribution over points in the image. Figure 3.5 shows this distribution for two images.
3.4 Horizon-First Vanishing Point Detection
We propose an approach to obtain accurate estimates of the horizon line, the zenith van-
ishing point, and one or more horizontal vanishing points. Given an image, our approach
makes use of the distributions estimated from global image context (Section 3.3) and line
segments extracted with LSD [116]. The algorithm consists of the following major steps:
1. detect the zenith vanishing point (Section 3.4.1)
2. detect horizontal vanishing points on horizon line candidates (Section 3.4.2)
3. score horizon line candidates with horizontal vanishing points (Section 3.4.3)
The remainder of this section provides details for each of these steps.
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Figure 3.5: Global image context imposes a strong prior on horizon line location. The
output of our CNN is visualized as an overlaid heatmap, with red indicating more likely
locations. For each image, the ground-truth horizon line (dash green) and the line that
maximizes the prior (red) are shown.
3.4.1 Detecting the Zenith Vanishing Point
To detect the zenith vanishing point, we first select an initial set of line segments using the
zenith direction, lz, from the global image context, then use the RANSAC [14] algorithm
to refine it. The zenith direction is the line connecting the principal point and the zenith
vanishing point, which is uniquely determined by the horizon line slope (see supplemental
material for a proof).
We compute our initial estimate of lz using the global image context by choosing the
value that maximizes the posterior: αˆ = arg maxα p(α|I). To handle the presence of out-
lier line segments, we first select a set of candidate vertical line segments as the RANSAC
inputs by thresholding the angle between each line segment and the estimated zenith direc-
tion, Θl,lz < θver. For a randomly sampled pair of line segments with intersection, p, we
compute the set of inlier line segments, {l | fc(p, l) > 0}. If the largest set of inliers has a
sufficient portion (more than 2% of candidate line segments), we obtain the final estimate
of the zenith vanishing point, z, by minimizing the algebraic distance, ‖lTp‖ using singular
value decomposition (SVD), and update the zenith direction, lz. Otherwise, we keep the
zenith direction estimated from the global image context.
3.4.2 Detecting Horizontal Vanishing Points
We start with sampling a set of horizon line candidates, {hi}S1 , that are perpendicular to lz
in the image space, under the distribution of horizon line offsets, p(o|I). See Figure 3.6 for
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examples of horizon line sampling with and without global context.
For each horizon line candidate, we identify a set of horizontal VPs by selecting points
along the horizon line where many line segments intersect. We assume that for the true
horizon line the identified horizontal VPs will be close to many intersection points and that
these intersections will be more tightly clustered than for non-horizon lines. We use this
intuition to define a scoring function for horizon line candidates.
As a preprocessing step, given the zenith direction, lz, and a horizon line candidate, h,
we filter out nearly vertical line segments (Θl,lz < θver), which are likely associated with
the zenith vanishing point, and nearly horizontal line segments (Θl,h < θhor), which result
in noisy horizon line intersection points. We remove such lines from consideration because
they lead to spurious, or uninformative, vanishing points, which decreases accuracy.
Given a horizon line candidate, h, and the filtered line segments in homogeneous co-
ordinates, L = {li}, we select a set of horizontal VPs, P = {pi}, by minimizing the
following objective function:
g(P|h,L) = −
∑
pi∈P
∑
lj∈L
fc(pi, lj) (3.2)
subject to:
Θpi,pj > θdist and 〈pi,h〉 = 0, ∀(i, j) .
The constraint prevents two vanishing points from being too close together, which elimi-
nates the possibility of selecting multiple vanishing points in the same location.
We propose the following combinatorial optimization process for obtaining an initial
set of vanishing points, followed by a constrained nonlinear optimization to refine the van-
ishing points.
Initialization by Random Sampling and Discrete Optimization
To choose an initial set of candidate vanishing points, {pi}M1 , we randomly select a subset
of line segments, {li}M1 , and compute their intersection with the horizon line. We then con-
struct a graph with a node for each vanishing point, pi, each with weight
∑
lj∈L fc(pi, lj),
which is larger if there are many line segments in the image that are consistent with pi.
Pairs of nodes, (i, j), are connected if the corresponding vanishing points, pi,pj , are suffi-
ciently close in homogeneous space (Θpi,pj ≤ θdist).
From this randomly sampled set, we select an optimal subset of VPs by maximizing
the sum of weights, while ensuring no VPs in the final set are too close. Therefore, the
problem of choosing the initial set of VPs reduces to a maximum weighted independent set
problem, which is NP-hard in general. Due to the nature of the constraints, the resulting
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Figure 3.6: Our method samples more horizon line candidates (red) near the ground truth
(green dash) with (middle) global image context than without (left). In the case of sampling
with global image context, the offset PDF, p(o|I) (blue curve), is fit from the CNN cate-
gorical probability distribution outputs (hollow bins). For clarity, we only show a reduced
number of horizon line candidates and bins.
graph has a ring-like structure which means that, in practice, the problem can be quickly
solved. Our solver exploits this sparse ring-like structure by finding a set of VPs that when
removed convert the ring-like graph into a set of nearly linear sub-graphs (Figure 3.7).
We solve each subproblem using dynamic programming. The set of VPs with maximum
weight, {pi}opt, is used as initialization for local refinement. Usually, 2–4 such vanishing
points are found near the horizon line ground truth.
Vanishing Points Refinement
Since they were randomly sampled, the set of vanishing points selected during initializa-
tion, {pi}opt, may not be at the optimal locations. We optimize their locations to further
minimize the objective function (3.2). We perform an EM-like algorithm to refine the van-
ishing point locations, subject to the constraint that they lie on the horizon line:
• E-step: Given a vanishing point, p, assign line segments that have positive consis-
tency with p: {l|fc(p, l) > 0}.
• M-step: Given the assigned line segments as a matrix, l = [l1, l2, . . . , ln], and the
horizon line, h, both represented in homogeneous coordinates, we solve for a refined
vanishing point, p∗, by minimizing the algebraic distance, ‖lTp‖ such that hTp =
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Figure 3.7: A ring-like graph (left) is converted into three nearly linear subgraphs (right)
by partitioning around a node with minimal degree. For the subgraphs, the red node is
mandatory, the dashed nodes are excluded, and a subset of the solid nodes are selected
using dynamic programming.
0. We define a basis, Bh, for the null space of h, and reformulate the problem as
λ∗ = arg min ‖l>Bhλ‖, which we solve using SVD. Given the optimal coefficients,
λ∗, we reconstruct the optimal vanishing point as: p∗ = Bhλ
∗
‖Bhλ∗‖ .
We run this refinement iteration until convergence. In practice, this converges quickly;
we run at most three iterations for all the experiments. The final set of optimized VPs is
then used to assign a score to the current horizon line candidate.
3.4.3 Optimal Horizon Line Selection
For each horizon line candidate, we assign a score based on the total consistency of lines
in the image with the VPs selected in the previous section. The score of a horizon line
candidate, h, is defined as:
score(h) =
∑
{p˜i}
∑
lj∈L
fc(p˜i, lj) . (3.3)
To reduce the impact of false positive vanishing points, we select from {pi}opt the two
highest weighted vanishing points (or one if {pi}opt contains only one element), {p˜i}, for
horizon line scoring.
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Figure 3.8: For three benchmark datasets, the fraction of images (y-axis) with a horizon
error less than a threshold (x-axis). The AUC for each curve is shown in the legend. For
additional details see Section 3.5.
3.5 Evaluation
We perform an extensive evaluation of our methods, both quantitatively and qualitatively,
on three benchmark datasets. The results show that our method achieves state-of-the-art
performance based on horizon-line detection error, the standard criteria in recent work
on VP detection [12, 69, 113, 133]. Horizon detection error is defined as the maximum
distance from the detected horizon line to the ground-truth horizon line, normalized by the
image height. Following tradition, we show the cumulative histogram of these errors and
report the area under the curve (AUC).
Our method is implemented using MATLAB, with the exception of detecting line seg-
ments, which uses an existing C++ library [116], and extracting global image context,
which we implemented using Caffe [58]. We use the parameters defined in Table 3.1 for
all experiments. This differs from other methods which usually use different parameters
for different datasets.
Table 3.1: Algorithm parameters (given an H ×W image).
Name Usage(s) Value
θcon Section 3.2 2◦
ρ Section 3.2 2/max(H,W )
κ Section 3.3 1/5×H
θver Section 3.4.1, Section 3.4.2 Θl,lz < 10◦
θhor Section 3.4.2 Θl,h < 1.5◦
S Section 3.4.2 300 candidates
M Section 3.4.2 20 line segments
θdist Section 3.4.2, Section 3.4.2 Θpi,pj > 33
◦
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3.5.1 Quantitative Evaluation
The York Urban Dataset (YUD) [24] is a commonly used dataset for evaluating horizon
line estimation methods. It contains 102 images and ground-truth vanishing points. The
scenes obey the Manhattan-world assumption, however we do not take advantage of this
assumption. Figure 3.8a shows the performance of our methods relative to previous work
on YUD. These results demonstrate that our method achieves state-of-the-art AUC, im-
proving upon the previous best of Lezama et al. [69] by 0.28%, a relative improvement1
of 5%. This is especially impressive given that our method only requires an average of 1
second per image, while Lezama et al. requires approximately 30 seconds per image.
The Eurasian Cities Dataset (ECD) [12] is another commonly used benchmark dataset,
which is considered challenging due to the large number of outlier line segments and com-
plex scene geometries. It contains 103 images captured in urban areas and, unlike the
YUD dataset, not all images satisfy the Manhattan-world assumption. It provides reliable
horizon line ground truth and is widely considered difficult for horizon line detection. To
our knowledge, the previous state-of-the-art performance in terms of the AUC metric on
this dataset was achieved by Lezama et al. [69]. Our algorithm improves upon their perfor-
mance, increasing the state of the art to 90.8%. This is a significant relative improvement of
14.8%, especially considering their improvement relative to the state of the art was 0.5%.
On ECD, our method takes an average of 3 seconds per image, while Lezama et al. requires
approximately 60 seconds per image. We present the performance comparison with other
methods in Figure 3.8b.
The Horizon Lines in the Wild (HLW) dataset [131] is a new, very challenging bench-
mark dataset. We use the provided test set, which contains approximately 2 000 images
from diverse locations, with many images not adhering to the Manhattan-world assump-
tion. Figure 3.8c compares our method with the method of Lezama et al. [69] (the only
publicly available implementation from a recent method). Our method is significantly bet-
ter, achieving 58.24% versus 52.59% AUC.
3.5.2 Component Error Analysis
Our method consists of two major components: global context extraction (Section 3.3) and
horizon-first vanishing point detection (Section 3.4). This section provides an analysis of
the impact each component has on accuracy.
To evaluate the impact of global context extraction, we considered three alternatives:
our proposed approach (CNN), replacing the CNN with a random forest (using the Python
1We define the relative improvement as AUCnew−AUCold1−AUCold .
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Table 3.2: Component error analysis (AUC).
Method YUD ECD HLW
Lezama et al. [69] 94.51% 89.20% 52.59%
NONE+FULL 93.87% 87.94% 53.04%
GISTRF+EMPTY 53.36% 32.69% 31.08%
GISTRF+FULL 94.66% 87.60% 54.95%
CNN+EMPTY 73.67% 67.64% 49.03%
CNN+FULL (Ours) 94.78% 90.80% 58.24%
“sklearn” library with 25 trees) applied to a GIST [87] descriptor (GISTRF), and omitting
context entirely (NONE). When omitting the global context, we assume no camera roll
(horizon lines are horizontal in the image) and sample horizon lines uniformly between
[−2H, 2H] (H is the image height). To evaluate the impact of vanishing point detection,
we considered two alternatives: our proposed approach (FULL) and omitting the vanishing
point detection step (EMPTY). When omitting vanishing point detection, we directly esti-
mate the horizon line, (α, o), by maximizing the posterior estimated by our global-context
CNN, p(α, o|I).
Quantitative results presented in Table 3.2 show that both components play important
roles in the algorithm and that CNN provides better global context information than
GISTRF. Though our vanishing point detection performs well by itself (see column
NONE+FULL), global image context helps improve the accuracy further. Figure 3.8c
visualizes these results as a cumulative histogram of horizon error on HLW. To illus-
trate the impact of global image context, we present two examples in Figure 3.9 that
compare horizon line estimates obtained using global context (CNN+FULL) and without
(NONE+FULL). When using global context, the estimated horizon lines are very close
to the ground truth. Without, the estimates obtained are implausible, even resulting in an
estimate that is off the image.
3.5.3 Failure Cases
We highlight two representative failure cases in the last column of Figure 3.10. The top
image fails due to the propagation of measurement errors from the short line segments. The
bottom image is challenging because the curved structures lead to indistinct VPs. Despite
this, global context helps our method produce plausible results, while other methods (e.g.,
[12]) fail dramatically.
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Figure 3.9: Two images where horizon line estimates are much better with global context
(left) than without (right).
Figure 3.10: Example results produced by our method. (rows 1 and 3) Line segments color
coded based on the most consistent VP, the ground-truth (green dash), and detected horizon
lines (magenta). For clarity only the top two horizontal VPs are shown. (rows 2 and 4) The
line segments (dots) and their VPs (rings) represented in homogeneous coordinates. (last
column) Two failure cases of our method, caused by irregularly shaped objects (bottom)
and short edges (top).
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3.6 Conclusion
We presented a novel vanishing point detection algorithm that obtains state-of-the-art per-
formance on three benchmark datasets. The main innovation in our method is the use
of global image context to sample possible horizon lines, followed by a novel discrete-
continuous procedure to score each horizon line by choosing the optimal vanishing points
for the line. Our method is both more accurate and more efficient than the previous state-of-
the-art algorithm, requiring no parameter tuning for a new testing dataset, which is common
in other methods.
Copyright c© Menghua Zhai, 2018.
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Chapter 4
A Constraint for Time and Location
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we focus on developing the constraint function for the capture time and
the camera location for outdoor images. Outdoor images often contain sufficient visual
information to understand geographic information about the scene, such as where the im-
age was captured. Developing effective algorithms for this task has received significant
attention for many years [42, 122]. The appearance of an outdoor scene can also change
rapidly. These changes are often due to fleeting, or transient, attributes such as lighting and
weather conditions, that dramatically affect the visual perception of an environment. For
instance, consider a scene that changes from sunny and pleasant to rainy and brooding in
mere minutes. Several methods have been proposed for automatically understanding and
extracting these subtle characteristics from imagery [92, 78, 66, 10]. Estimating these types
of transient attributes has importance in a number of fields, including: environmental mon-
itoring [118, 29], as a pre-processing step for calibration [51, 127], and enabling semantic
browsing of large photo collections [53, 66]. Our work fuses these two research areas by
learning to estimate geo-temporal image features, which are related to when and where an
image was captured.
Recently, a significant amount of work has explored how sources of supervision be-
yond manual annotation can be used to learn useful representations of images. In general,
collecting manual annotations for millions, or perhaps billions, of images is prohibitively
expensive. As Doersch summarizes [25], “The idea is that, given the right task, the com-
puter can learn on its own to represent useful semantic properties of the visual world.” Such
learning tasks are often referred to as pretext tasks; they serve as an intermediary target for
learning the intended representation. For example, Doersch et al [26] show how spatial
context can be used as a supervisory signal in order to learn a visual representation for
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object discovery. Similarly, Pathak et al. [91] use context-based pixel prediction for pre-
training a representation for classification, detection, and segmentation tasks. We extend
this line of work by using time and location context to learn useful features from a large
corpus of imagery.
Our work makes the following visual assumptions about the world. First, that pho-
tographs provide a direct source of context regarding the conditions under which they were
captured. For example, the time of day that an image is captured is directly related to the
brightness of the image (i.e., light to dark), season can indicate the expected weather condi-
tions or how people are dressed, and location can provide evidence about anticipated styles
such as architecture. Second, these context signals are hard to extract from an image, are
potentially noisy (e.g., snow in April), and can be indicated by multiple sources (snow on
the ground, people wearing heavy coats). These assumptions motivate our method which
integrates image appearance, time, and location, the latter of which are typically recorded
automatically by the imaging device.
In our approach, we explicitly model the relationship between the image, its geographic
location, and the time of capture. We propose a novel convolutional neural network archi-
tecture that implicitly learns how to extract geo-temporal features from the imagery by
optimizing for a set of location and time estimation tasks. Specifically, we structure our
network to jointly learn feature representations for three related spaces: images, time, and
location. To accomplish this, each representation, or combination of representations, is
used to predict held out information. For example, the image representation and location
representation (or the combination of both) are used to learn to predict when an image
was captured. In total, three representations are learned using four classification tasks. We
optimize all representations and tasks simultaneously, in an end-to-end fashion.
The main contributions of this work are: 1) a novel approach for learning geo-temporal
image features from a large corpus of imagery without requiring image-level manual anno-
tations; 2) an evaluation of the learned features on the task of transient attribute estimation,
where our features outperform those from a network pre-trained using the strongly super-
vised ImageNet dataset [95]; 3) an evaluation of the accuracy of our learned estimators,
highlighting the value of additional context; and 4) a novel location estimation method that
uses the task of time estimation to localize a static camera.
4.2 Related Work
Image localization, or estimating where an image was captured, is an important problem
in the vision community. Typically, the problem is formulated as image retrieval using a
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reference database of ground-level images [42] or overhead images [74, 126, 129] with
known location. Other methods have been proposed which take advantage of photometric
and geometric properties such as sun position [67, 127], and many other cues. More re-
cently, Weyand et al. [122] proposed to directly predict the geographic location of a single
image using a deep convolutional neural network by classifying the query image into a set
of spatial bins. This style approach is a special case of our proposed network.
Other work has explored how to estimate the time that an image was captured. Salem
et al. [99] demonstrate that human appearance, including clothing and hairstyle, is a useful
cue for dating images. Matzen and Snavely [83] predict timestamps for photos by matching
against a time-varying reconstruction of a scene. Volokitin et al. [115] use representations
extracted from CNNs to estimate ambient temperature and time of year for outdoor images.
In our work we explore how location and time estimation can be used as tasks for learning
geo-temporal features.
Attribute-based representations have become popular in outdoor scene understanding
to help describe how the appearance of a scene changes over time. Laffont et al. [66] intro-
duced a taxonomy of 40 transient attributes that describe intra-scene variations along with
methods for identifying the presence of such attributes in an image. Using this dataset, Bal-
tenberger et al. [10] introduce methods for estimating the presence of transient attributes
using convolutional neural networks. Jacobs et al. [53] demonstrate that principle compo-
nent analysis, when applied to webcam imagery, results in a decomposition that is closely
related to natural changes in the scene, including the time of day, local weather conditions,
and human activity. Similarly, a body of work has sought understand local weather con-
ditions [50, 78]. Many studies have shown that these types of transient attributes can be
useful for image and camera localization tasks [55, 10].
Recent work has explored the use of self-supervision (sometimes referred to as unsu-
pervised learning or pretext tasks) for training deep neural networks that capture useful
visual representations [26, 91]. For example, Zhang et al. [139] show how image col-
orization (synthesizing colors for a grayscale image) is a powerful pretext task for learning
visual representations. Pathak et al. [90] exploit low-level motion-based grouping cues for
unsupervised feature learning. These methods typically exploit some known quantity of
the data (e.g., pixel color values) to avoid expensive manual annotation. As a byproduct, a
useful visual representation is learned. In our work, we consider two novel pretext tasks,
time and location estimation. Our work is most similar to Li and Snavely [72], who pro-
pose an approach for learning intrinsic images by observing image sequences with varying
illumination over time. While their targets are reflectance and shading images of the scene,
we focus on location and time.
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Figure 4.1: An overview of the proposed network architecture. Our approach learns
mid-level feature representations for time (orange), location (blue), and image appearance
(green) by optimizing for a set of conditional time and location estimation tasks.
4.3 Estimating Geo-Temporal Image Features
We propose a neural network architecture for learning geo-temporal features from images
by optimizing for a set of location and time estimation tasks. An overview of the proposed
architecture is shown in Figure 4.1. Our network takes three inputs: an image, I , the time
the image was captured, t, and the location of capture, l. Each input is independently
processed by a context network to extract mid-level features. Then, pairs of these features
are used by estimator networks to predict distributions over time or location.
4.3.1 Context Networks
We use three context networks: a temporal context network, CT (t); a location context net-
work, CL(l); and an image context network, CI(I). The output of each context network
is a 128 dimensional feature with a sigmoid activation function. For the temporal con-
text network, we parameterize the input timestamp using a one-hot encoding of month and
hour of day, for a total of 12 × 24 dimensions. This encoding is flattened and passed to
CT (t), which consists of three fully-connected layers (with 256, 512, and 128 channels
respectively), the first two with ReLU activations. For the location context network, we
parameterize the geographic location, l, using standard 3D ECEF coordinates, which we
normalize by the Earth’s radius. Other than a different input, the location context network
is identical to the temporal context network. For the image context network, we use the
InceptionV2 architecture [109], up to the last global average pooling layer, to extract fea-
tures. We flatten the output feature map and append the same structure as the other context
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networks.
4.3.2 Estimator Networks
The output of the context networks are used as input to four different estimator networks:
• Location Estimator, P (l|(CI(I)), which predicts location using only image features;
• Time Estimator, P (t|CI(I)), which predicts time using only image features;
• Time-conditioned Location Estimator, P (l|(CI(I), CT (t)), which predicts location
using features from the image and the known capture time;
• Location-conditioned Time Estimator, P (t|CI(I), CL(l)), which predicts time fea-
tures from the image and the known geographic location.
Aside from different output size and activations, the estimator networks have the same
structure as the context networks. We discretize the output space for location and time,
representing the probability as a categorical distribution (softmax activation). For location,
we use 37× 72 equal-angle lat./long. bins. For time, we use 12× 24 “month × hour” bins.
4.3.3 Implementation Details
We randomly initialize the InceptionV2 network using the standard strategy [109]. We ini-
tialize all other network weights randomly using Xavier initializer [36] and simultaneously
optimize them during training. For each estimator network, we have a cross entropy loss.
We minimize the sum of these using the Adam optimizer [62] (β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999).
We use a learning rate policy that starts from 0.001 and decreases by half every 50k itera-
tions. For regularization, we apply weight decay with rate of 0.0001. We train the proposed
network for 2.5M iterations with batch size 32. We apply batch normalization [48] on ev-
ery layer except the last (for both context and estimator networks). The input images are
scaled to [−1, 1] and augmented by a random crop to the size of 224× 224. We use Green-
wich Mean Time (GMT) for all timestamps.
4.4 Experiments
We evaluate the context networks and estimator networks on various datasets, visualize
specific features in the image context networks, and show that the image context features
have strong correlations with transient image attributes.
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4.4.1 Training and Evaluation Datasets
We use four main datasets to evaluate our approach. The AMOS dataset refers to a subset
of the AMOS database [53], which is a collection of over a billion images captured from
public outdoor webcams around the world. For our experiments, we use a subset of images:
only from cameras with high-accuracy geo-location and images captured between 2002 to
2017. This resulted in images from 12,193 webcams from which we held-out 231 for
testing. Each image has a timestamp recorded by the image collection process. The YFCC
dataset refers to a subset of the Yahoo 100 million dataset [112], only including geotagged
images from smart phones. We restricted the dataset to smart phone images since we found
that non-phone images often had inaccurate timestamps. We filter out indoor images using
the Places network [143]. This results in a training set of 892,662 images and a test set
of 170,994 images. The Hybrid dataset refers to a combination of the AMOS and YFCC
training sets (equally sampling for each mini-batch). The TA dataset refers to the Transient
Attributes Dataset [66], which contains 8,571 images, each manually annotated with 40
transient attributes, such as sunny and cloudy.
4.4.2 Understanding the Image Context Representation
We conducted several experiments to relate image appearance to the representation learned
by the image context network. To begin, we examined images that correspond with ex-
tremal activations. For this experiment, we used 10,000 images randomly sampled from
the YFCC dataset and 7,732 images covering the year of 2015 from one camera (ID: 4308)
in AMOS dataset. For each neuron of the image context representation, we selected the 10
images that result in the highest activation from the two different sets of images. Figure 4.2
shows a montage of images for three neurons. The neurons appear to capture semantically
meaningful attributes, such as daylight, rainy, and winter. Similarly, we selected two neu-
rons and visualized their signal over time using images from a static webcam. Figure 4.3
shows how scene appearance changes are related to the image context features. For the
example shown, it appears that these neurons are related to daylight and fogginess. These
experiments provide evidence that the mid-level representation captured by the image con-
text network are related to static and transient scene attributes.
4.4.3 Analyzing Feature Correlation with Transient Attributes
To analyze quantitatively how much our model learns about transient attributes, we com-
pute the cross correlations between a mid-level representation of the image context network
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Figure 4.2: Relating image appearance to the image context representation by visualizing
the images that have the highest activation at three different neurons.
D
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Figure 4.3: The time series of two neurons for a week of webcam imagery, with images
showing the scene at various points. It appears that the top neuron is related to the diurnal
cycle and the bottom is related to fogginess.
and the corresponding transient attribute labels of all test images in the TA dataset. As a
baseline, we compare to features of the same architecture trained for ImageNet [48] clas-
sification and features sampled uniformly at random. We select the feature from the last
pooling layer (AvgPool 1a 7x7), which is the deepest layer that this model and ours share
in common. We compute the cross correlation scores between the feature and the transient
attribute scores of each image, resulting in a 1024× 40 cross correlation matrix, M , where
the element mij is the cross correlation score between the i-th feature channel and the j-th
transient attribute. Figure 4.4 shows, for each transient attribute, the maximum absolute
correlation score over all feature channels. We observe that our proposed method learns
features that are more correlated to the transient attributes ( ρ¯ = 0.414) than the ImageNet
network (ρ¯ = 0.281).
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Figure 4.4: Cross-correlation scores between transient attributes and three representations.
For each attribute, we show the peak correlation score. For a majority of attributes our
proposed representation is more highly correlated than the ImageNet baseline.
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Figure 4.5: Comparing mid-level features for transient attribute estimation. (left) Initializ-
ing from the weights of our proposed approach versus a network trained for image classi-
fication and a random baseline. (right) Initializing from our method, trained on different
datasets.
4.4.4 Comparing Mid-Level Features for Transient Attribute
Estimation
The previous experiment showed that the image context network is capturing mid-level
features correlated with transient attributes. In this section, we explore the ability of this
representation for directly estimating transient attributes. Similar to the previous experi-
ment, we truncate our model at the last pooling layer (in order to compare versus alternative
initialization strategies), and add a final two-layer MLP with 40 outputs corresponding to
the 40 transient attributes in the TA dataset. We train this network, initializing from the
weights of models trained for different tasks, including variants of our method trained on
the AMOS, YFCC, and Hybrid datasets. During training, the MLP portions are randomly
initialized while the earlier layers are frozen. We evaluate the average mean squared error
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Figure 4.6: Quantitative evaluation of localization performance shown as a cumulative
distance error plot for the YFCC dataset.
(MSE) for the test set every 500 iterations (batch size 32). Figure 4.5 shows the perfor-
mance comparison among different mid-level features, including ImageNet and randomly
initialized InceptionV2. Our features are superior to all baselines and perform best when
learned using the Hybrid dataset.
4.4.5 Application: Image Localization
There are two image localization formulations that our network architecture enables. The
straightforward approach is to use the location estimator (or the time-conditioned variant)
to generate a probability distribution over a discrete set of location bins. An alternative
approach is to optimize for a continuous location estimate by minimizing the loss of the
location-conditioned time estimator network.
Discrete Localization Given an input image, I , we evaluate the location estimator
P (l|CI(I)) and the time-conditioned location estimator P (l|CI(I), CT (t)), which requires
a timestamp, t. We trained our model on each dataset and perform quantitative evaluation
using the test images from AMOS and YFCC, separately. We use the latitude/longitude
center of the maximal bin as our location estimate. The results of this experiment are
presented in Figure 4.6. We observe that the time-conditioned location estimator is
superior in both cases. We also conclude that our model performs better if trained on the
same imagery source with the test set, and training the network with the Hybrid dataset is
competitive on both test sets.
Continuous Localization In this formulation, we use the location-conditioned time esti-
mator, P (t|CI(I), CL(l)), to optimize for a continuous location estimate. Given the known
image capture time t∗, the idea is that the true location should result in a low value for
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Figure 4.7: Visualizing the time estimation loss for two cameras and varying number of
images (darker is lower). The red arrows show the gradient and the green dot is the true
location.
the loss associated with the estimator, `t = φ(P (t|CI(I), CL(l)), t∗), where φ(◦, ◦) is the
cross-entropy loss. Therefore, we can produce a location estimate by optimizing the lo-
cation, l, with respect to `t. Unfortunately, an individual image does not typically yield
a unique, or accurate, location estimate using this method. However, if we sum the loss
across images captured at different times, we find that the minima of the function becomes
more distinct. Figure 4.7 shows several qualitative examples of this localization strategy
on static webcams, where darker colors correspond to more likely locations. We can see
that as additional images are included in the loss, the uncertainty of the location prediction
diminishes.
4.4.6 Application: Time Estimation
Using the time estimator and location-conditioned time estimator, our network is able to es-
timate the capture time of a query image. These estimators output a distribution in discrete
2D time space. To evaluate our estimates, we compare the ground-truth capture time and
the marginal probabilities of our predictions on the YFCC test set, and present the cumula-
tive error plot in Figure 4.8. We observe that including location is not useful for pinpointing
the month. We suspect this is because most of our imagery is in the northern hemisphere,
and changing the location within a hemisphere doesn’t change the season. However, this is
not the case when estimating the hour. To visualize this, we show in Figure 4.9 the impact
of changing the location on the hour estimate. We compute the marginal hour distribu-
tion at different latitudes and longitudes. When performing a sweep over latitude, we fix
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Figure 4.8: Quantitative evaluation of time estimation (month and hour) performance
shown as a cumulative error plot for the YFCC dataset. Both methods performance bet-
ter than the random chance.
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Figure 4.9: Marginal probability of GMT predictions by varying latitude and longitude.
the longitude value to be the ground truth (and vice versa). We found that the longitude
of the image corresponds more with the hour prediction than the latitude, which matches
expectations.
4.5 Conclusion
When learning about the world using images, the location and time an image was cap-
tured are useful pieces of metadata that are often available, but commonly overlooked. We
presented a novel architecture for learning useful representations from images that takes
advantage of this metadata. We found that for the task of transient attribute estimation, our
method, despite being trained without manually obtained image-level annotations, learned
image representations that outperform the representations learned using ImageNet, a rarely
achieved feat on a frequently used benchmark for unsupervised representation learning
tasks.
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Chapter 5
A Constraint for Location and
Orientation
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we exploit overhead imagery to construct the constraint function for the
camera orientation and location. Learning-based methods for pixel-level labeling of aerial
imagery have long relied on manually annotated training data. Unfortunately, such data
is expensive to create. Furthermore, its value is limited because a method trained on one
dataset will typically not perform well when applied to another source of aerial imagery.
The difficulty in obtaining datasets of sufficient scale for all modalities has hampered
progress in applying deep learning techniques to aerial imagery. There have been a few
notable exceptions [84, 88], but these have all used fairly coarse grained semantic classes,
covered a small spatial area, and are limited to modalities in which human annotators are
able to manually assign labels.
We propose a novel strategy for obtaining semantic labels for aerial image segmenta-
tion. See Figure 5.1 for a schematic overview of the approach. Our idea is to use existing
methods for semantic image segmentation, which are tailored for ground images, and apply
these to a large dataset of geo-tagged ground images. We use these semantically labeled
images as a form of weak supervision and attempt to predict these semantic labels from an
aerial image centered around the location of the ground image. We do not use a parametric
transformation between the aerial and ground-level viewpoints. Instead, we use a dense
representation, similar in spirit to the general representation, dubbed filter flow, described
by Seitz and Baker [102].
There has been significant interest recently in predicting ground image features from
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Figure 5.1: We learn to predict the ground-image segmentation directly from an aerial
image of the same location, thereby transferring the semantics from the ground to the aerial
image domain.
aerial imagery for the task of ground image geo-localization [128]. Our work is unique in
that it is the first to attempt to predict a dense pixel-level segmentation of the ground image.
We demonstrate the value of this approach in several ways.
Main Contributions: The main contributions of this work are: (1) a novel convolutional
neural network (CNN) architecture that relates the appearance of a aerial image appearance
to the semantic layout of a ground image of the same location, (2) demonstrating the value
of our training strategy for pre-training a CNN to understand aerial imagery, (3) extensions
of the proposed technique to the tasks of ground image localization, orientation estima-
tion, and synthesis, and (4) an extensive evaluation of each of these techniques on large,
real-wold datasets. Together these represent an important step in enabling deep learning
techniques to be extended to the domain of aerial image understanding.
5.2 Related Work
Learning Viewpoint Transformations Many methods have been proposed to represent
the relationship between the appearance of two viewpoints. Seitz and Baker [102] model
image transformations using a space-variant linear filter, similar to a convolution but vary-
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Figure 5.2: A visual overview of our network architecture. We extract features from an
aerial image using the VGG16 architecture and form a hypercolumn using the PixelNet
approach. These features are processed by three networks that consist of 1 × 1 convo-
lutions: network A converts the hypercolumn into semantic features; network S extracts
useful features from the aerial image for controlling the transformation; and network F
defines the transformation between viewpoints. The transformation is applied, T , to the
aerial semantic features to create a ground-level semantic labeling.
ing per-pixel. They highlight that a linear transformation of a vectorized representation of
all the pixels in an image is very general; it can represent all standard parametric trans-
formations, such as similarity, affine, perspective, and more. More recently, Jaderberg et
al. [56] describe an end-to-end learnable module for neural networks, the spatial trans-
former, which allows explicit spatial transformations (e.g. scaling, cropping, rotation, non-
rigid deformation) of feature maps within the network that are conditioned on individual
data samples. Practically, including a spatial transformer allows a network to select re-
gions of interest from an input and transform them to a canonical pose. Similarly, Tinghui
et al. [145] address the problem of novel view synthesis. They observe that the visual
appearance of different views is highly correlated and propose a CNN architecture for es-
timating appearance flows, a representation of which pixels in the input image can be used
for reconstruction.
Relating Aerial and Ground-Level Viewpoints Several methods have been recently
proposed to jointly reason about co-located aerial and ground image pairs. Luo et al. [79]
demonstrate that aerial imagery can aid in recognizing the visual content of a geo-tagged
ground image. Ma´ttyus et al. [82] perform joint inference over monocular aerial imagery
and stereo ground images for fine-grained road segmentation. Wegner et al. [120] build
a map of street trees. Given the horizon line and the camera intrinsics, Ghouaiel and
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Lefe`vre [34] transform geo-tagged ground-level panoramas to a top-down view to en-
able comparisons with aerial imagery for the task of change detection. Recent work on
cross-view image geo-localization [73, 74, 126, 128] has shown that convolutional neural
networks are capable of extracting features from aerial imagery that can be matched to
features extracted from ground imagery. Vo et al. [114] extend this line of work, demon-
strating improved geo-localization performance by applying an auxiliary loss function to
regress the ground-level camera orientation with respect to the aerial image. To our knowl-
edge, our work is the first work to explore predicting the semantic layout of a ground image
from an aerial image.
Semantic Segmentation of Aerial/Satellite Imagery There is a long tradition of using
computer vision techniques for aerial and satellite image understanding [47, 124, 16]. His-
torically these two domains were distinct. Satellite imagery was typically lower-resolution,
from a strictly top-down view, and with a diversity of spectral bands. Aerial imagery was
typically higher-resolution, with a greater diversity of viewing angles, but with only RGB
and NIR sensors. Recently these two domains have converged; we will use the term aerial
imagery as we are primarily working with high-resolution RGB imagery. However, our ap-
proach could be applied to many types of aerial and satellite imagery. Kluckner et al. [63]
address the task of semantic segmentation using a random forest to combine color and
height information. More recent work has explored the use of CNNs for aerial image un-
derstanding. Mnih and Hinton propose a CNN for detecting roads in aerial imagery [84]
using GIS data as ground truth. They extend their approach to handle omission noise and
misregistration between the imagery and the labels [85]. These approaches require ei-
ther extensive pixel-level manual annotation or existing GIS data. Our work is the first to
demonstrate the ability to transfer a dense pixel-level labeling of ground imagery to aerial
imagery.
Visual Domain Adaptation Domain adaptation addresses the misalignment of source
and target domains [22]. A significant amount of work has explored domain adaptation
for visual recognition [89]. Jhuo et al. [57] propose a low-rank reconstruction approach
where the source features are transformed to an intermediate representation in which they
can be linearly reconstructed by the target samples. Our work is most similar to that of Sun
et al. [108], who propose a method for transferring scene categorizations and attributes
from ground images to aerial imagery. Similar to our approach, they learn a transforma-
tion matrix which minimizes the distance between a source feature and the target feature.
Our work differs in several ways: 1) we carry out the linear transformation not only in the
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semantic dimensions but also in the spatial dimensions, 2) we constrain the transformation
matrix such that the semantic meaning of the source feature and the target feature remains
the same, 3) our transformation matrix is input dependent, and 4) we learn the transforma-
tion matrix as well as the source feature at the same time, in an end-by-end manner, which
simplifies training.
5.3 Cross-view Supervised Training
We propose a novel training strategy for learning to extract useful features from aerial
imagery. The idea is to predict the semantic scene layout, Lg, of a ground image, Ig, using
only an aligned aerial image, Ia, from the same location. This strategy leverages existing
methods for ground image understanding at training time, but does not require any ground
imagery at testing time.
We represent semantic scene layout, Lg, as a pixel-level probability distribution over
classes, such as road, vegetation, and building. We construct a training pair by collecting
a georegistered ground panorama and an aerial image of the same location, orienting the
panorama to the aerial image (panoramas are originally aligned with the road direction),
and then extracting the semantic scene layout, Lg, of the panorama using an off-the-shelf
method [9] with four semantic classes. We then use an end-to-end training strategy to learn
to extract pixel-level features from the aerial image and transform them to the ground-level
viewpoint.
5.3.1 Network Architecture
Our proposed network architecture is composed of four modules. A convolutional neural
network (CNN),La = A(Ia; ΘA), is used to extract semantic labels from the aerial imagery.
Another CNN, S(Ia; ΘS), uses features extracted from aerial imagery to help estimate
the transformation matrix, M = F (xr, yr, ic, jc, S(Ia; ΘS); ΘF ), based on aerial image
features and the pixel location in the respective images. Finally, we have a transformation
module, Lg′ = T (La,M), that converts from the aerial viewpoint to the ground-level using
the estimated transformation matrix, M . There are many choices for these components,
and the remainder of this section describes the particular choices we made for this study.
See Figure 5.2 for a visual overview of the architecture.
Aerial Image Feature Extraction For A(Ia; ΘA), we use the VGG16 [103] base archi-
tecture and convert it to a pixel-level labeling method using the PixelNet approach [11].
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The core idea is to interpolate intermediate feature maps of the base network to a uniform
size, then concatenate them along the channels dimension to form a hypercolumn. In our
experiments, we form the hypercolumn from conv-{12, 22, 33, 43} of the VGG16 network.
The hypercolumn, which is now 256× 256× 960, is followed by three 1× 1 convolutional
layers, with 512, 512, and 4 output channels respectively. The first two 1 × 1 convolutions
have ReLU activations, the final is linear. We designate the output of the final convolution
as La = A(Ia; ΘA). The output of this stage is transformed from a aerial viewpoint to a
ground viewpoint by final stage of the network.
Cross-view Semantic Transformation We represent the transformation between the
aerial and ground-level viewpoints as a linear operation applied channel-wise to La. To
transform from the ha × wa× 4 aerial label, La, to the hg × wg× 4 ground label, Lg′ ,
we need to estimate a hgwg × hawa matrix, M . Given M , the transformation process is
as follows: reshape the aerial label, La, into a hawa× 4 matrix, la; multiply it by M to
get lg′; then reshape lg′ to the size of the ground label, Lg, to form our estimate of the
ground label, Lg′ . We constrain M such that the sum of each row is unit. To account for
the expected layout of the scene, and to handle the sky class (which is not visible from the
aerial image), we carry out the transformation on the logits of la, fa, and add a bias term, b
to get the logits of lg′ , fg′: fg′ = Mfa + b.
There are many ways of representing the transformation matrix, M . The naı¨ve ap-
proach is to treat M as a matrix of learnable variables. However, this approach has two
downsides: (1) the transformation does not depend on the content of the aerial image and
(2) the number of parameters scales quadratically with the number of pixels in La and Lg.
We represent each element, Mrc, in the transformation matrix, M , as the out-
put of a neural network, F , which is conditioned on the aerial image, Ia, and
the location in the input and output feature maps. More precisely, each element
Mrc = F (xr, yr, ic, jc, S(Ia; ΘS)), where (ic, jc) ∈ [0, 1], is the aerial image pixel of the
corresponding element, (yr, xr) ∈ [0, 1] is the ground image pixel of the corresponding
element.
We now define the architecture of the transformation estimation neural network, F . The
value of the transformation matrix at location (r, c) is computed through a neural network,
F˜ , followed by a softmax function to normalize the impact of all pixels sampled from the
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aerial image:
Mrc = F (r, c, S(Ia; ΘS)) =
eF˜r,c∑
c′ e
F˜r,c′
,
where:
F˜r,c = F˜ (i, j, y, x, S(Ia; ΘS)) , and
i = bc/wac/ha, j = mod(c, wa)/wa,
y = br/wgc/hg, x = mod(r, wg)/wg.
The base network, F˜ , is a multi-layer perceptron, with ReLU activation functions, that
takes as input a 293-element vector. The network has three layers, with 128, 64 and 1
output channels respectively (refer to the lower part of Figure 5.2). The naı¨ve approach can
be considered a special case of this representation where we ignore the aerial image and
use a one-hot encoding representation of rows and columns.
As described above, there are two main advantages of our approach of representing the
transformation matrix: a reduction in the number of parameters when M is large and the
ability to adapt to different aerial image layouts. An additional benefit is that if we change
the resolution of our input and output feature maps it is easy to create a new transformation
matrix, M , without needing to resort to interpolation.
5.3.2 Dataset
We collect our training and testing dataset from the CVUSA dataset [128]. CVUSA con-
tains approximately 1.5 million geo-tagged pairs of ground and aerial images from across
the United States. We use the Google Street View panoramas of CVUSA as our ground
images. For each panorama, we also download an aerial image at zoom level 19 from
Microsoft Bing Maps in the same location. We filter out panoramas with no available cor-
responding aerial imagery. Using the camera’s extrinsic information, we then warp the
panoramas to align with the aerial images. We also crop the panoramas vertically to re-
duce the portion of the sky and ground pixels. In total, we collected 35,532 image pairs
for training and 8,884 image pairs for testing. Some examples aerial/ground image pairs in
our dataset are shown Figure 5.3.
5.3.3 Implementation Details
We implemented the proposed architecture using Google’s TensorFlow framework [1]. We
train our networks for 10 epochs with the Adam optimizer [62]. We enable batch normal-
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Figure 5.3: Examples of aligned aerial/ground image pairs from our dataset. (row 1) In the
aerial images, north is the up direction. In the ground images, north is the central column.
(row 2-4) Image dependent receptive fields estimated by our algorithm as follows: 1) fix
ground locations (y, x) (locations in squares); 2) select all (i, j) (locations in contours) with
high F˜ (i, j, y, x, S(Ia; ΘS)) values. Corresponding fields between the aerial image and the
ground image are shown in the same color.
ization [49] with decay 0.9 in all convolutional and fully-connected layers (except for the
output layers) to accelerate the training process.
The training procedure is as follows: for a given cross-view image pair, (Ia, Ig), we
first compute for the ground semantic pixel label: Ig → Lg, using SegNet [9]. We then
minimize the cross entropy between Lg and T (A(Ia; ΘA); ΘT ) with respect to the model
parameters, ΘA and ΘT . The resulting architecture requires a significant amount of mem-
ory to output the full final feature map, which would normally result in very small batch
sizes for GPU training. Due to the PixelNet approach of using interpolation to scale the
feature maps, we are able to perform sparse training. Instead of outputting the full-size fea-
ture map, we only extract a dense grid of points, the resulting feature map is 17 × 17 × 4.
Despite this, at testing time, we can provide an aerial image and generate a full-resolution,
semantically meaningful feature map.
5.4 Evaluation and Applications
In this section, we will show that our network architecture can be used in four different
tasks: 1) weakly supervised semantic learning, 2) aerial imagery labeling, 3) orientation
regression and geo-calibration, and 4) cross-view image synthesis. Additional qualitative
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Figure 5.4: Example outputs from our weakly supervised learning method on test images.
For each aerial image (top), we show the pixel-level labeling inferred by our model, which
uses only noisy ground image segmentation as labels. We visualize three classes: road
(red), vegetation (green), and man-made (blue).
results and the complete network structure used for cross-view image synthesis can be
found in our supplemental materials.
5.4.1 Weakly Supervised Learning
We trained our full network architecture (with randomly initialized weights) to predict
ground-level semantic labeling using the dataset described in Section 5.3.2. Figure 5.4
shows example output, La, from the aerial image understanding CNN. This demonstrates
that the resulting network has learned to extract semantic features from an aerial image, all
without any manual annotated aerial imagery.
While these results are compelling, they could be better with a higher quality ground-
image segmentation method. The method we use, SegNet [9], was trained on mostly urban
scenes, but many of our images are from rural and suburban areas. The end result is that
certain classes are often mislabeled in the ground imagery, including dirt and building. In
addition, because the panoramas and aerial images were not captured at the same time,
we are unable to accurately model transient objects, such as vehicles and pedestrians. All
these factors make the dataset very challenging for training. Given these limitations, it is,
perhaps, surprising that the resulting aerial image segmentation method works so well. In
the following section, we show using this network as a starting point for strongly supervised
aerial image segmentation outperforms two standard initialization methods.
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Figure 5.5: An example from the ISPRS dataset [94]. (left) Near infrared image; (middle)
The same image after pre-processing; (right) Ground-truth annotation of the image.
5.4.2 Cross-view for Pre-training
We evaluate our proposed technique as a pre-training strategy for the task of semantic-pixel
labeling of aerial imagery. Starting from the optimal weights from the previous section, we
finetune and evaluate using the ISPRS dataset [94]. This dataset contains 33 true orthopho-
tos captured over Vaihingen, Germany. The ground sampling distance is 9 cm/px and there
are over 168 million pixels in total. Ground truth is provided for 16 photos; each pixel is
assigned one of six categories: Impervious surfaces, Building, Low vegetation, Tree, Car,
and Clutter/background.
Image Processing Compared to the Bing Maps imagery we used for pre-training, images
in the ISPRS dataset are at a different spatial scale and the color channels represent different
frequency bands (the R channel is actually a near infrared channel). To ensure that the pre-
trained network weights are appropriate for the new dataset, we adjusted the scale and color
channels as follows. We first resize the ISPRS images to the equivalent of Bing Maps zoom
level 19. We then label a pixel as vegetation if R
R+G+B
is greater than 0.4. For each pixel
labeled as vegetation, we halve the R channel intensity and swap the R and G channels.
The resulting images, shown in Figure 5.5, are much closer in appearance to the Bing
Maps imagery than the raw imagery.
Evaluation Protocol We split the 16 annotated images into training (images 5, 7, 11, 13,
15, 17, and 21), validation sets (images 1 and 3) and testing (images 23, 26, 28, 30, 32, 37,
and 40). From each set we extracted a set of 224 × 224 subwindows (respectively 82, 12,
and 34 from training, validation, and testing respectively). We then compared performance
with different numbers of training images: 1, 2, 7, 20, 54, and 82. We evaluated the perfor-
mance in terms of the average precision for all pixels. We ignore the Cluster/background
pixels because of the low number of assigned pixels.
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Training and Testing We used the same architecture with the aerial feature extractor,
A(Ia; ΘA), defined in Section 5.3.1, to do the semantic labeling on ISPRS. During training,
we use the Adam optimizer to minimize the cross entropy between the network outputs and
the labels. We use a batch size of 8, randomly sample 1,000 pixels per image for sparse
training, and train the network till convergence. We run the validation set every 1,000
training iterations and save the optimal network weights for testing. During testing, we
sample all pixels on the image to generate the dense labeling.
We experiment using three different initializations of the VGG16 convolutional layers
and finetune the remaining layers of the network: 1) Ours: initialize with model pre-trained
using our framework; 2) Random: initialize using Xavier initialization [37]; 3) VGG16:
initialize with model pre-trained on ImageNet.
Since the VGG16 model we used in this experiment is trained without batch normal-
ization, it may be less competitive. To achieve a fair comparison, we turned off batch
normalization in this experiment and re-trained the network for 15 epochs to get the pre-
trained model.
Our results (Figure 5.6) show that finetuning from the VGG16 model performs poorly
on the aerial image labeling task. We think that the patterns it learned mostly from the
ground image may hinder pattern learning for aerial imagery. Our method outperforms
both of the other initialization strategies. We also present the prediction precision per class
in Table 5.1. We highlight that our method does better especially on the Building, Low
Vegetation, and Tree classes, which can also be found in pre-training annotations.
5.4.3 Cross-view for Geo-Calibration
We show how the ground-level feature maps we estimate from aerial imagery can be used
to estimate the orientation and location of a ground image. We show quantitative results
for the orientation estimation task and qualitative results for simultaneous orientation and
location estimation. We use the following datasets for all experiments:
• CVUSA: We use the test set introduced in Section 5.3.2 to create this dataset, it
has two parts for orientation estimation and geo-calibration, respectively. For the
orientation regression task, we rotate the aerial image to a random angle. For the
fine-grained geo-calibration experiment, we center-crop the aerial image around a
random x, y offset, then rotate the image to a random angle. In both experiments, the
heading direction of the ground images are the same. We center crop a 224 × 448
cutout from each ground image as the query image.
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Figure 5.6: Performance comparison of different initialization methods on the ISPRS seg-
mentation task. The x-axis is the number of training images and the y-axis is average
precision.
Table 5.1: Per-Class Precision on the ISPRS Segmentation Task
Class Init.
Number of training samples
1 2 7 20 54 82
Imp.
Ours 0.67 0.74 0.63 0.64 0.66 0.64
Random 0.70 0.70 0.54 0.62 0.61 0.73
VGG16 0.60 0.55 0.55 0.61 0.70 0.59
Bldg
Ours 0.72 0.76 0.76 0.80 0.75 0.78
Random 0.56 0.62 0.63 0.64 0.82 0.71
VGG16 0.78 0.72 0.71 0.69 0.70 0.75
Low.
Ours 0.37 0.43 0.51 0.65 0.67 0.67
Random 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.37 0.67 0.64
VGG16 0.25 0.25 0.29 0.44 0.53 0.57
Tree
Ours 0.68 0.54 0.71 0.71 0.74 0.74
Random 0.42 0.46 0.49 0.56 0.71 0.69
VGG16 0.36 0.44 0.50 0.55 0.65 0.74
Car
Ours 0.13 0.46 0.67 0.48 0.48 0.49
Random 0.05 0.08 0.10 0.25 0.45 0.57
VGG16 0.05 0.11 0.20 0.20 0.25 0.23
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Figure 5.7: Qualitative results of orientation predictions on Cityscapes dataset (top) and
CVUSA (bottom). The Ig, Lg and Lg′ are stacked vertically on the left side of the aerial
image. We visualize three classes on the labels: road (red), vegetation (green), and man-
made (blue). The discrete PDFs of the ground camera orientation are visualized with red
arrows, whose lengths indicate the magnitudes. In the CVUSA results, the ground truth
(green) and the optimal prediction (blue) are also shown with the orientation PDF. The last
prediction result is a typical failure case of our method, where the scene is symmetric from
the aerial point of view.
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Figure 5.8: Histogram of the orientation errors on the CVUSA dataset.
• Cityscapes: The Cityscapes dataset [19] is a recently released benchmark dataset
designed to support the task of urban scene understanding through semantic pixel
labeling. It consists of stereo video from 50 different cities and fine pixel-level an-
notations for 5,000 frames and coarse pixel-level annotations for 20,000 frames.
Orientation Estimation For this task, we assume the location and focal length of the
ground image, Ig, is known but the orientation is not. The intuition behind our method
is that the semantic labeling of the ground image will be most similar to the feature map
of the aerial image at the actual orientation. For a query ground image, Ig, the first step
is to download the corresponding aerial image, Ia. We then infer the semantic labeling
of the query image, Ig → Lg, and predict the ground image label from the aerial image
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Figure 5.9: Fine-grained geo-calibration results on CVUSA. (left) From top to bottom
are the Ig, Lg, and Lg′ respectively. We visualize three classes on the labels: road (red),
vegetation (green), and man-made (blue). (right) Orientation flow map (red), where the
arrow direction indicates the optimal direction at that location and length indicates the
magnitude. We also show the optimal prediction and the ground-truth frustums in blue and
green respectively.
using our learned network, Ia → Lg′ . We assign an energy to each possible orientation
by computing the cross entropy between Lg and Lg′ in a sliding window fashion across all
possible orientations. We select the orientation with the lowest energy. We present sample
results in Figure 5.7 and a histogram of the orientation errors on the CVUSA dataset in
Figure 5.8.
Fine-grained Geo-Calibration For this task, we assume that we know the focal length
of the camera and have a rough estimate of the camera location (i.e., with 100 meters). We
extract 256 × 256 aerial images from the area around our rough estimate and extract the
corresponding ground-level feature maps. We apply our orientation estimation procedure to
each feature map. The result is a distribution over orientations for each location. Figure 5.9
shows several example results, including the most likely direction for each location, as well
as the most likely location and orientation pair.
5.4.4 Synthesizing Ground Images from Aerial Images
We propose a novel application to infer a ground image by using features extracted from
our network. We begin by describing our network structure and then show qualitative
results for different generated ground-level scenes.
Our network architecture is based on the deep, directed generative model proposed by
Kim et al. [61]. Their model consists of two parts: a deep generator, G, which generates
images that try to minimize a deep energy model, E. A low energy implies the image
is real and high energy implies the image is fake. The architecture and training methods
are inspired by generative adversarial networks [39], however it provides a energy-based
formulation of the discriminator to address common instabilities of adversarial training.
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Figure 5.10: Synthesized ground-level views. Each row shows an aerial image (left), its
corresponding ground-level panorama (top-right), and predicted ground-level panorama
(bottom-right).
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A complete description of the architecture used to design the deep generator and deep
energy model is provided in our supplemental materials. We begin by extracting an 8 ×
40 × 512 cross-view feature map, f , that has been learned to relate an aerial and ground
image pair. The generator is given f along with random noise, z, as input. The generator
outputs a 64 × 320 panorama, Igˆ, that represents the predicted ground image. The cross-
view feature, predicted panorama, and the ground truth panorama, Ig, are then passed into
the energy model which returns an energy function,
EΘ(f , Ig∗)) =
1
σ2
fT f − bT f −
∑
i
log(1 + eW
T
i Ig∗+bi),
similar to the free energy of a Gaussian Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM). Batch
normalization [49] is applied in every layer of both models, except for the final layers.
ReLU activations are used throughout the generator and Leaky ReLU, with leak parameter
α = 0.2, are used in the energy model. The models are updated in an alternating fashion,
where the generator is updated twice for every update of the energy model. Both the gener-
ator and energy model are optimized using the Adam optimizer, with moment parameters
β1 = 0.5 and β2 = 0.999. We train using batch sizes of 32 for 30 epochs.
Example outputs generated by our network are shown in Figure 5.10. Each row con-
tains an aerial image (left), its respective ground panorama (top-right), and our prediction
of the ground scene layout (bottom-right), which would ideally be the same as its above
image. The network has learned the most common features, such as roads and their orien-
tations, as well as trees and grass. However, it has difficulty hallucinating buildings and the
sky, which is likely caused by highly variable appearance factors.
We note that the resolution of the synthesized ground-level panoramas is much lower
than the original panorama, however adversarial generation of high-resolution images is
an active area of research. We expect that in the near future we will be able to use our
learned features in a similar manner to generate full-resolution panoramas. Additionally,
algorithmic improvements to our ground image segmentation method would provide more
photo-realistic predictions.
5.5 Conclusion
We introduced a novel strategy for using automatically labeled ground images as a form of
weak supervision for learning to understand aerial images. The key is to simultaneously
learn to extract features from the aerial image and learn to map from the aerial to the
ground image. We demonstrated that by using this process we are able to automatically
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extract semantically meaningful features from aerial imagery, refine these to obtain more
accurate pixel-level labeling of aerial imagery, estimate the location and orientation of a
ground image, and synthesize novel ground-level views. The proposed technique is equally
applicable to other forms of imagery, including NIR, multispectral, and hyperspectral. For
future work, we plan to explore richer ground image annotation methods to explore the
limits of what is predictable about a ground-level view from an aerial view.
Copyright c© Menghua Zhai, 2018.
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Chapter 6
Summary
The goal of geo-calibration is to learn the camera pose, location and the time when the
image was captured. Our thesis focused on developing deep geo-calibration algorithms
for image understanding. Compared to previous work, our approaches output probabilistic
predictions that handle the uncertainty of the scene better. Furthermore, we show that
learning to geo-calibrate a camera allows us to implicitly learn to understand the content of
the scene.
In Chapter 2, we proposed a flexible model to compute the probability over geo-
calibration parameters. We defined a score function in the space of geo-calibration parame-
ters, to measure how well the geo-calibration parameters are able to describe the content of
the input image. The score function is a summation of a series of weighted constraint func-
tions. It is proportional to the probability density function (PDF) of the distribution over
the geo-calibration parameter setting. Since the analytic solution to the integral of the score
function does not exist, we approximated the PDF using the MCMC method. Our model is
flexible such that one can apply any kind and any number of constraint functions. We also
demonstrated in our experiments that the score function with more constraint functions
yields more accurate predictions.
In Chapter 3, we developed a constraint function for the camera pose. Since the camera
roll and pitch angles can be derived from the horizon line position, our algorithm focuses on
identifying the horizon line from the input image. Compared to the previous work, which
applies bottom-up approaches where the horizon line is estimated after finding vanishing
points, we proposed a novel horizon-first approach where identifying possible horizon lines
happens before detecting vanishing points. Firstly, we trained a CNN to estimate the prob-
ability distribution over the horizon line. Then we sampled horizon line candidates from it.
For each horizon candidate, we detected likely vanishing points on it. Unlike the previous
work which searches for vanishing points on the 2D image frame, our method is able to
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accelerate this process by reducing the searching space to 1D (a line). The probability of
the horizon line is measured by how convincing the vanishing points are found on it.
In Chapter 4, we developed the constraint function for the image capture time and the
camera location. We trained a CNN on a large dataset to predict the discrete probabilities
over the capture time and the camera location given the input image, as well as to learn
a geo-temporal representation of the image. Unlike most full supervision methods which
require tedious work for annotation collection, our training dataset consists of millions of
webcam frames and smart phone photos with free time/location tags. In the experiments,
we demonstrated that learning to geo-calibrate the camera helps learn useful image repre-
sentations for image understanding.
In Chapter 5, we exploited overhead imagery to construct the constraint function for
the camera orientation and location. We trained a CNN to estimate the semantic layout
of the ground-view image from the overhead image. During training, the CNN learns
the pixel-to-pixel correspondences from the aerial image to the ground image. Then it
projects the semantic layout of the overhead image to the ground view according to the
learned correspondences. When computing the output of the constraint function, we feed
the aerial image of the given location and orientation to the network. By comparing the
aerial-to-ground layout with the layout computed from the ground image, we measure the
consistency between these two and use the consistency value as the output of the constraint
function. In our experiments, we also demonstrated the efficiency of our method for pre-
training CNNs for aerial image segmentation.
This thesis proposed a flexible probabilistic framework for image geo-calibration. The
key to the success of this framework is to find constraint functions that can accurately
model the relationship between geo-calibration parameters and the content of the image.
We developed constraint functions for different sets of parameters to fit in the framework.
Furthermore, we also showed that learning to geo-calibrate cameras helps learning useful
features for image understanding. There are several possible future research directions
for extending this work. For example, like aerial imagery, map data also provides rich
information about the environment from the top-view perspective. In Chapter 5, we can
incorporate map data as top-view imagery during training. Another future work direction
is to use Bayesian neural networks (BNNs). Bayesian neural networks have drawn a lot of
attentions in recent years. The probabilistic nature of BNNs makes them excellent tools to
model uncertainties. We can replace CNNs with BNNs in our algorithms to achieve better
performances. Overall, we hope our work can provide new ways for geo-calibration and
image feature learning.
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